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The moduli spaces of pointed trigonal curves with prescribed gap sequences are studied and in 
many cases their dimensions are determined. 
Introduction 
The complete list of the Weierstrass gap sequences of trigonal curves has been 
obtained recently by Kim [7], by proving that a numerical semigroup is the 
semigroup of some unramified Weierstrass point of some trigonal curve of genus 
g 2 5 if and only if its gap sequence splits into two sequences of consecutive 
integers, say 1,. . ,a,v+p-g+l,. . . , p, where ~<g<p<20+2; the gap 
sequences of the points ramified with respect to the trigonal morphism have been 
computed earlier by Coppens (cf. [4, 51). In this paper we study the moduli space 
of the pointed trigonal curves with a prescribed gap sequence, and we prove that 
its dimension is equal to 2g + 3 - p + CJ whenever the sequence is of the above 
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type and p 5 3[ q] + 4 - (T (cf. Theorem 3.7). This generalizes dimension counts 
of Canuto [3] from the case of genus 5 to arbitrary genus. Actually we consider a 
stratification of the moduli space obtained from the Maroni invariant m and a 
local invariant h defined in terms of a linear system residual to a convenient 
multiple of the trigonal pencil, and we analyse the structure of the strata and 
check out the maximum of their dimensions (Section 3j. Based on a local study of 
trigonal curves canonically embedded in a rational normal scroll, in Section 2 we 
give a new and informative proof of Kim’s Theorem and obtain simultaneously 
the defining equations and inequalities for the moduli space. The procedures of 
this paper require the study of curves on scrolls, which for our needs had to be 
developed in a more explicit way than we could find in the literature. 
1. Curves on a rational normal scroll 
Thanks to Enriques and Babbage we know that except in some special cases a 
nonhyperelliptic canonical curve is the intersection of the quadratic hypersurfaces 
containing it. The exceptional cases occur when the curve has a base point free 
linear system of type g: or gi, and then the intersection of the quadratic 
hypersurfaces containing it is the Veronese surface in P” or a rational normal 
scroll, respectively [2, 111.31. We deal here with the trigonal case, so our set-up 
will be a trigonal curve of genus g 2 5 defined over an algebraically closed field k 
and lying on a rational normal scroll in P’-‘. In [l] Andreotti and Mayer showed 
that the scroll, after a suitable choice of projective coordinates, is given by 
s rllr, := (xc, : . . : x,,+,+,) E P”+fl+‘(k) ( 
rank 
i 
x0. . . x,,-I x,,+1 ” ’ x,,+nl 
XI . . x, x,1+2 . . X,,+,,,+1 
where m and n are positive integers satisfying g = m + n + 2 and m 5 n. The 
algebraic set S = S,,, is the disjoint union of the lines 
L .- h.'o .- 
((y : a”-’ b : . . : b” : 0: . : 0), (0 : . . . : 0 : a” : a”‘-‘b : . . : b”‘) , 
b/a E P’(k) = k U {m}, joining points of the two nonsingular rational curves 
D:= {(a”:a “-lb : . . : b” : 0 : . : 0) ) (a : b) E P’(k)} 
and 
E := ((0 : . . : 0 : a”’ : a”‘-‘b : : ,“I) ) (u : b) E P’(k)} . 
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Note that S is a projective nonsingular rational algebraic surface given by the atlas 
consisting of the four charts 
ou” = S\(L, u E) 
= {(a” : . . : u” : a”b : . : a”b) ( (a, b) E k*} -% k* , 
021, = S\(L, u E) 
Q n+, = WL, u D) 
= {(a”b : . . . : a’% : an : . . . : am) 1 (a, b) E k2}-% k’ , 
Q g_l = S\(L, u D) 
={(u”b:...:a”b:u”:...:uo)~(a,b)Ek2}~k2, 
where %, : = {(x0 : , . .:x,_,)ESIx;#O} for each i. 
Associating to each affine plane irreducible curve the Zariski closure of its 
image under the local parametrization k*-‘ ~O=L7~ we obtain a bijective 
correspondence between the affine plane irreducible curves and the projective 
irreducible curves on the surface S differing from L, and E. Let C C S be such a 
projective irreducible curve described in the chart %,,G k* by the irreducible 
equation 
f(x, Y) = CI(X)Y( + . . . + C,(X)Y + c,(x) = 0, c,(x) # 0 , 
where x and y will be interpreted as rational functions on C, mapping each point 
(a” : . . . : a” : aOb : . . : a’%), f(u, b) = 0, of C fl %!&, to a and 6, respectively. 
Calculating explicitly in each chart the intersection cycles C. L,, C.D and C. E, 
one gets the following formula! for the intersection numbers: 
(C.L,)=l foreachuEkU{m}, 
(CD) = 4,) 
(C. E) = d, = d,, - l(n - m) , 
where d,, is the smallest integer such that deg c,(x) 5 dj := d,, - i(n - m) for each 
i=O,. . . , 1. Furthermore, we have 
div(x-a)=C.L,-C.L, foreachuEk, 
div(y)=C.D-C.E-(n-m)C.L, 
and more generally div(X - a) = L, - L, and div( Y) = D - E - (n - m)L,, 
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where X resp. Y stands for the rational function on S given by 
(a” : . . . : a” : a% : . . : a”b) - a resp. 6. In particular, we deduce that L, - L, 
and 
E-D-(n-m)L,, 
where ‘-’ denotes linear equivalence in the divisor group of S. Note that 
(L,.L,) =o, (D.L,) = (E.L,) = 1 and (D.E) = 0 from which we obtain the 
formula for the self intersection number: 
(E.E) = -(n - m) 
The divisor class group Pit(S) is the free abelian group generated by the classes of 
D and of any line L = L, (cf. e.g. [S, V.2.31). Thus, by intersecting C with L and 
E we obtain 
C-(C.L)D + (C.E)L = ID + d,L . 
If C’ is another projective curve on S, say C’ - I’D + d;,L, then by the bilinearity 
of the intersection numbers we get 
(C,C’) = I’d, + Id;, + (n - m)ll’ . 
Thus if m < ~1, then E is the only irreducible curve on S with negative self- 
intersection number, and we call E the exceptional curve on S. If II = m, then 
there is no curve on S with negative self-intersection number. 
Intersecting the curve C C PR-’ (k) with the hyperplane cut out by the equation 
xc, = 0 we get the O-cycle C. E + nC. L, and so we obtain 
deg(C) = d, + nl 
and in particular each line on the scroll S belongs to the pencil {L, ) a E P’(k)}. 
Applying the adjunction formula 2p,(C) - 2 = (C. C + K) for curves on surfaces 
to the nonsingular rational curves E and L, one deduces (cf. [2, p. 1211) that a 
canonical divisor K of the surface S is linearly equivalent to (n - m - 2) L - 20, 
and hence the arithmetic genus p,(C) of C is given by the formula 
2p,(C) - 2 = (21- 2) deg(C) - (g - 2)l’ + (g - 4)1. 
Now we assume that the curve C on the scroll S is a canonical curve in Pg-‘(k), 
that is, p,(C) = g and deg(C) = 2g - 2. By the formuke for p,(C) and deg(C) this 
means that 1= 3 and d, = 2m - n + 2, and in particular C is trigonal. As d, 2 0 
and m + n = g - 2 we deduce that 
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g-4 
mr3. 
Since n - m = -(E. E) is an invariant of the surface S we conclude that m and n 
are invariants of the trigonal curve C. The invariant m was first discussed by 
Maroni [9]. To summarize we note that we have proved the following theorem: 
Theorem 1.1. Associating to each afine plane curve the Zariski closure of its 
image under the local parametrization k2 4 S,, defTned by (a, 6) H 
(a” : . . . : a” : a”b : . . . : a”b) one obtains a bijective correspondence between the 
canonical curves on the scroll S,, C Pm+“+’ (k) and the afj‘ine plane curves given 
by the irreducible equations 
c&)y’ + C&)Y2 + C,(X)Y + C”(X) = 0 
satisfying c3(x) # 0, deg c,(x) 5 d, for each i = 0,1,2,3 and deg ci(x) = d, for at least 
one i, where d, = 2n - m + 2, d, = n + 2, d2 = m + 2 and d, = 2m - n + 2. 0 
Since I> 0 and n - m + d, > 0 such an affine equation f(x, y) = 0 is already 
irreducible when the corresponding projective curve C on S,, is nonsingular, as 
follows by applying the formula for the intersection numbers to the components 
of c. 
Now considering the embedding S,,, C PZgf7(k) defined by the 2g + 8 mono- 
mials X’Y’ with 0 5 i 5 d, and 0 ~j 5 3, and noting that by Bertini’s Theorem (cf. 
[8, 11.8.181) almost all hyperplanes in P’“‘7(k) intersect the image of S,?,,, 
(transversally and hence) in nonsingular curves, we obtain that the nonsingular 
canonical curves on S,,,,, C PR-’ (k),whereg=m+n+2?5and~~m~~, 
form an algebraic variety of dimension 2g + 7, isomorphic to a dense open subset 
of P’g+7(k). Th’ is variety is a subvariety of the Hilbert scheme of curves of degree 
2g - 2 and arithmetic genus g in P”-‘(k). Two canonical curves on S,,,, C P’-‘(k) 
are isomorphic if and only if they are isomorphic through a projective auto- 
morphism which necessarily leaves the scroll invariant. Thus in order to obtain 
the moduli space of trigonal curves with given invariants m and n, one has to 
divide the above (2g + 7)-dimensional subvariety of the Hilbert scheme by the 
group of automorphisms of the scroll S,,,,, induced by automorphisms of the 
ambient projective space P”-‘(k). 
Proposition 1.2. If m < n then the automorphisms of the scroll are all induced by 
automorphisms of PR-‘(k) and, in terms of a local coordinate system 
(X, Y) : oEl,G k2, they are given by the transformations 
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where (u,~) E CL,(k), b E k” and b,,, . . . , b,_, E k, and they form an algebraic 
group of dimension n - m + 5. 
If m = n then the automorphisms of the scroll induced by automorphisms of 
PRp’(k), are given by the transformations 
where (a,j),(b;j) E GL,(k_), and they form a (j-dimensional subgroup of index 2 in 
the automorphism group of the scroll. 
Proof. Suppose first that m < n. Then the automorphism group of S,,, acts on the 
exceptional curve E and also on the pencil of lines, because the lines are the only 
irreducible curves on S with self-intersection number zero. Since the projective 
automorphisms of the scroll given by Xw(a,,X + a,,)/(a,,X + az2) and 
Ye (a,,X + aJmn Y induce all the automorphisms of the pencil of lines, we are 
reduced to determine the automorphisms of S,,,,, leaving every line invariant. Such 
an automorphism induces an automorphism of Q(, given by XH X and 
Y H b(X)Y + c(X) where b(X) and c(X) are polynomials with b(X) nowhere 
vanishing and hence a constant; and working in the local coordinate system 
(X-l, ,,I-,,,) : ?!I!%, -G k2 we see that deg c(X) 5 n - m. 
Now we suppose that PI = 111. Then the involution I defined by (X, Y) c-, (Y, X) 
is an automorphism of the scroll which does not act on the pencil of lines and 
therefore is not induced by an automorphism of P”-‘(k). Each automorphism A 
of the scroll acts on the algebraic set of irreducible curves of self-intersection 
number zero, that is, on the union of the pencil of lines and the pencil consisting 
of E and the curves given by the polynomials Y - b with b E k, and thus either A 
or A 0 I acts on the two pencils, and hence is given by the transformations 
X++(a,J+ a,,)l(a,,X+ a,J2 Y++(b,,Y+ b,,)i(b,,Y+ b,,), 
where (a,>,(b ,i> E G&(k) and is induced by an automorphism of PRp l(k). 0 
Using these automorphisms to normalize some of the coefficients of the 
equation C;=,, c,(x)y’ = 0 and counting the remaining coefficients one can show 
that the dimension of the moduli space of trigonal curves of genus g and invariant 
m is equal to g+2m+4 (resp. 2g+l) when qs,rz<q (resp. m=q). 
2. Weierstrass gap sequences of trigonal curves 
Let C be a nonsingular trigonal curve of genus g 2 5 and invariants m and n. As 
in Section 1, by embedding C in the projective space Pg-‘(k) = Pmin+‘(k) and by 
choosing projective coordinates in a convenient way, we may assume that C lies 
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on the rational normal scroll S,, and is given by the equation cf=, c,(x)y’ = 0 of 
Theorem 1.1. A point P of C is called a ramification point (over the trigonal linear 
system) if it is ramified with respect to the morphism of C onto the pencil of lines 
on Ll or equivalently if the line L on the scroll passing through P is the tangent 
line of C at P; the ramification index er is the intersection multiplicity of C and L 
at P. A point P is a total or an ordinary ramification point according to whether 
ep = 3 or ep = 2. In characteristics different from 2 and 3 the Hurwitz formula 
yields C (e,, - 1) = 2g + 4, which may also be seen by noting that the discriminant 
of c:=,, cj(X)Y’ has formal degree 2g + 4 in X. 
A natural number i is called a Weierstrass gap of the curve C at P if there is no 
rational function on C with polar divisor iP. By the Riemann-Roth Theorem the 
number of Weierstrass gaps is equal to the genus g, and an integer i is a 
Weierstrass gap of C at P if and only if there is a holomorphic differential on C of 
order i - 1 at P or equivalently if there is a hyperplane in P’-‘(k) intersecting the 
canonical curve C with multiplicity i - 1 at P. These g multiplicities are called the 
hermitian invariants or the orders of C at P. 
When they computed the order sequence at a ramification point of a trigonal 
curve Coppens (cf. [4, 51) and Kato and Horiuchi (cf. [6]) observed two 
possibilities, and indeed, when m < n, it depends on whether the point P belongs 
to the exceptional curve E on the ambient scroll or not: 
Proposition 2.1. Let C be a trigonal curve with invariants m and n. Zf P E C is 
ramified over the trigonal linear system with ramification index e, then the orders of 
CatPareieandl+je,wherei=O ,..., nandj=O ,..., m(resp.i=O ,..., m 
and j = 0,. . . , n) when PgE (resp. PEE). 
Proof. Since the automorphisms of the scroll S,, C PR-‘(k) induced by projective 
transformations act transitively on the pencil of lines on S,,? (see Proposition 1.2) 
we may assume that the point P of CC S,, belongs to the line L,, that is, 
x(P) = 0, and therefore ord,(x) = ep E {2,3}. If P$T’E, then ord,( y) 2 0 and by 
passing from y to y - y(P) we may assume that y(P) = 0 and therefore ord,( y) = 
1, and the result follows by observing that the P-orders of the projective 
coordinate functions x”, . . . , x”, x”y, . . , x”y of C are all distinct, have minimal 
value 0, and therefore coincide with the orders of C at P. If PE E, then 
ord,( y) = -1 and the P-orders of the projective coordinate functions x”y-‘, . . . , 
x”y_‘, x0, . . . , xm are the orders of C at P. 0 
In order to study unramified points of the trigonal curve C we define 
h, := max{(C.B), ( B E IDI} , 
where (C. B)r denotes the intersection multiplicity of the curves C and B at the 
point P. Since D - C + K - mL the complete linear system 1 DI is characterized 
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by intrinsic properties on the scroll, and therefore h, is an invariant of the pointed 
curve (C, P). Alternatively, h, is just the largest P-order of the linear system 
{C.B\BE\D]} h’h’ w ic is residual to the mth multiple of the trigonal pencil. 
Proposition 2.2. Let C be a trigonal curve with invariants m and n, and let P be an 
unramifed point of C. 
(i) If PeE or m = FZ, then there is a unique curve BE (D( satisfying (C.B), > 
n - m and therefore (C. B), = h,, and by choosing projective coordinates in a 
convenient way one can arrange that B = D. 
(ii) Zf P E E, th en h, = n - m + (C. E),. 
Proof. As follows from Section 1, the linear system 1 DI consists exactly of the 
irreducible curves on S,,, given by the polynomials Y - b,,XO - . . . - b,~,,X’i~m, 
where b,,, . . . , b,_,, are constants, and of the divisors E + L(l) + . . . + L’“-“‘, 
where L(‘), . . . , 15’“~“’ are lines. Thus the proof of (ii) is immediate. To prove 
(i) we can assume that C C S,, and P = (1 : 0 : . . . : 0). Then ord,(x) = ep = 1, 
and thus x is a local parameter of C at P. The invariant h, is the maximum of the 
intersection multiplicities (C. B),, where B varies over the curves on the scroll 
defined by polynomials of the form Y - b,,X” - . . + - b,p,X)l-“l. Since (C. B)p = 
ord,( y - b,,x” - . . . - b,_,.Fm ), the inequality (C.B), > n - m holds if and 
only if the constants b,,, . . . , b,_,, coincide with the corresponding coefficients of 
the power series expansion of y in x. Finally, by applying the automorphism of 
S,,, induced by (X, Y) H (X, Y - b,X” - . . . - b,l_,,X”-“‘) one can arrange that 
the hi’s are all equal to zero. 0 
Corollary 2.3. If P is an unramijied point of the trigonal curve C, then 
n-m<h,s 
2n-m+2 when P@E, 
m+2 whenPEE. 0 
We relate the invariant h, with the Weierstrass gap sequence. 
Proposition 2.4. Assume that P is an unramified point of the trigonal curve, and 
abbreviate h = hr. Then the integers 0, . . , n and h, . . . , h + m are orders of C 
at P. In particular, if h > n, then the order sequence at P is equal to 
0, . . . , n, h, . . , him.Ifm<nandPEE,thentheintegersO,...,h+mform 
a subsequence of the order sequence of C at P. 
Proof. We may suppose that C C S,,,, , P E L,, and therefore ord,,(x) = ep = 1. 
If P$ E, then by Proposition 2.2(i) we may assume that ord,( y) = h and thus 
the P-orders 0, . , n, h, . . . , h + m of the projective coordinate functions 
x0, . . . , x’l, x”Y, . . ) x”*y are orders of C at P. 
If P E E, then ord,(y-‘) = t, where t := (C.E), and the P-orders t, . . , n + 
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t, 0, . . . ) m of the projective coordinate functions x”y-‘, . . . ” 7XY -‘, X0, . . ) xm 
areordersofCatP.Notethatts(C.E)=2m-n+2~m+lwhenn>m,and 
n + t = h + m by Proposition 2.2(ii). 0 
In [7] Kim proved that the Weierstrass gap sequence at an unramified point of a 
trigonal curve is always composed by two sequences of consecutive integers. We 
will give a new proof of Kim’s Theorem and will obtain simultaneously an explicit 
description of the two subsequences. 
Theorem 2.5. Let C be a trigonal curve with invariants m and n, and let P be an 
unramified point of C. Then the order sequence of C at P splits into two sequences 
of consecutive integers. More precisely, keeping the notation of Section 1 and 
choosing projective coordinate functions on C in such a way that C C S,,, and 
PE L,, the following two cases occur: 
If P@E and if y = c:=, b,xi is the power series expansion of y in x, then the 
order sequence of C at P is equal to 0, . , II + 1 + s, n + 2 + s + r - m, . . , n + 
1 + Y, where s and r are the uniquely determined integers such that - 15 s 5 m 5 r 
and 
i 
b n-m+1 ... 
det : 
b ’ npm+1+/ . . . 
= 0 whenever s < 1~ r , 
#O wheneverl=s#-1 orl=r. 
Zf P E E and y-’ = CT=, b: xi, then the order sequence of C at P is equal to 
0 3 . . . , m + 1 + s’, m + 2 + s’ + r’ - n, . . . , m + 1 + r’, where s’ and r’ are the 
integers such that n - m 5 sr 5 n 5 r’ and 
i 
b’ n-m+l ... 
det : 
b’ ’ n-m+1+/ . . . 
= 0 whenever s’ < I< r’ , 
ZO whenever I= s’ or I= r’ . 
Remark 2.6. The fact that the nongaps form a semigroup means that r 5 
n+3+2s (resp. r’%m+3+2s’) when P$?!‘E and s<m (resp. PEE and 
s’ < n). If s = m (resp. s’ = n), then the order sequence is equal to 0, . . . , g - 1. 
Proof of Theorem 2.5. Since P E L, we have ord,(x) = ep = 1, that is, x is a local 
parameter of C at P, and y, resp. y-‘, really may be written as power series in x. 
If Pg E, then ord,( y) 2 0 and the order sequence of C at P is equal to the 
sequence of P-orders of the g-dimensional vector space generated by the projec- 
tive coordinate functions x’\ . . . , xn, x’y, , x’“y and therefore it consists of 
0, . . . , n and the orders of the (m + l)-dimensional vector space spanned by the 
modified series 
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xm-iy - 2 b;+,_mx’ = 2 b+,x’ =x”+’ z 
r=m-j 1=11+1 
(i = 0,. . . ) m) ) 
where a, := bi+n_m+, for each i and the lemma below applies. 
If P E E, then ord,( y) < 0 and the order sequence of C at P is equal to the 
sequence of P-orders of the vector space generated by x”y-‘, . . , x”y-‘, 
x0, . . . ) xm, and the proof is similar. This can also be seen dropping the assump- 
tion m 5 IZ. If m > n, then D becomes the exceptional curve, and the second part 
follows from the first part by replacing y-’ by y and n by m. Note that 
s’ 2 h + 12 y1 - m by Proposition 2.4 and Corollary 2.3. 0 
Lemma 2.7. Let V be a (m + 1)-dimensional vector space generated by the series 
CT= o a,+,~’ (j =O, . . . , m), where a,,, a,, . . . are constants. Then the set {ord(u) 1 
u E V\O} of orders of V is equal to the union of the two sets of consecutive integers 
(0, . * . 2 s}and{s+l+r-m, . . . . r}, where s and r are the integers such that 
-15-s 5 msrand 
det(iI :: :I] ( = 0 whenever s < 1< r , #O wheneverl=s#-1 orl-r. 
Proof. If s--l, then a,,=*..=a,_, = 0 and a, # 0, and the orders of V are 
r-m,..., r. Now we assume s e 0. Since 
the vector space generated by the first s + 1 series CT=, ai+j~i ( j = 0, . . . , s) has 
the orders 0, . . . , s. To determine the remaining orders of V we modify each 
series with j > s to a series of order larger than s, by subtracting a linear 
combination of the first s + 1 series, say 
i, u;+~.x~ - 2 d,j 5 a,+rxi = i e,jx’ 
I = 0 1=0 r=s+l 
(j=s+l,s+2,...). 
The constants d,, are uniquely determined by the system of linear equations 
that is. 
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Aj = i: d,A, , where Aj := i LZ~+~..$ 
I=0 i = 0 
We claim that 
e,,=O whenever i+jlr+s. 
This implies that 
=&e r..~+ler-l,s . . . e 
and thus the series ~~Zs+,e,jxi with j=s+l,s+2 ,..., m ,..., r have the 
ordersr,r-l,..., s+l+r-m ,..., s + 1. The claim also implies that 
e .= r,s+1 er-l,s =. . e 3+1,?- 
or equivalently that eij = ei_ 1,,+1 whenever i+j=r+s+l ands+lsj<r. In 
fact, since e,,,,, = 0 by comparing the coefficients of x’ for i = 1, . . . , s + 1 we 
obtain that A,+, = Cy=, d,A,+,, that is, d,,,,, = d,-,,, + d,jdr,,+, (I = 0,. . . , s) 
where d_, j:= 0, and therefore we deduce from the equations e,j = u,+~ - 
ES=” d,,a;+; and e,-r,j+l = a,+j - CI=” dr,j+la,+,-, that 
e I-l,j+l - ejj = dxj a,+s 
Now the claim follows by induction on Y. 0 
Remark 2.8. The proof of Lemma 2.7 gives a simplified procedure to compute 
the integers s and r. We have s = -1 if and only if a, = . . . = a, = 0, and in this 
case r is the smallest integer such that a, #O. If 0 5 s < m, then s and r are 
characterized by the properties 
a, . . . a, 
detf !#O, 
i i a, ... U2.Y 
m < r and 
=(~,+~+i) wheni=s+l,...,r-1, 
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(In fact, the last conditions mean that e,,,,, = 0 when i = s + 1, . . . , Y - 1 and 
e;,, + 1 # 0 when i = r.) In particular, we have s = 0 if and only if a, # 0 and 
a;+1 = a0 a, -’ “I for each i=l,... , m, and in this case Y is the smallest natural 
number such that a,,, # a,‘~:+‘. Finally, we have s = m if and only if 
det(a;+j)ol,~m,o~j~~ f0. 
Proposition 2.9. Let C C P-‘(k) b e a trigonat canonica[ curve of genus g. If P is 
an unramified Weierstrass point of C whose last but one gap is equal to g - 1, then 
the 2-codimensional osculating plane of C at P only meets C at P. 
This result is important in connection with Petri’s analysis of canonical curves 
(cf. [lo] and [12]). If P is a point of a nonhyperelliptic canonical curve with last 
Weierstrass gap equal to 2g - 1, then even the osculating hyperplane of C at P 
only meets C at P. If the last Weierstrass gap is equal to 2g - 2, then the 
2-codimensional osculating plane of C at P only meets C at P if and only if the last 
but one gap is equal to g - 1 (cf. [lo, Proposition 3.81). 
Proof. Let P be an unramified Weierstrass point of C. We will first assume that P 
lies in the chart QO, that is, x(P) #a and y(P) # ffi, and we expand y = 
c;z,, b,(x -x(P)>‘. S’ mce P is a Weierstrass point by Theorem 2.5, the last but 
one Weierstrass gap of C at P is equal to g - 1 if and only if 
and by [12, Proposition 3.41 this implies that the 2-codimensional osculating plane 
of C at P only meets C at P. If P belongs to the charts Q,,, %,,+l or %!_ 1, then 
similar arguments apply. 0 
3. Moduli varieties of pointed trigonal curves 
In this section we prescribe integers g, m and n satisfying g = m + n + 2 2 5 and 
p 5 m 5 9, and we study the isomorphism classes of the pairs (C, P), where 
C is a trigonal curve with invariants m and n and P a point of C. The trigonal 
curves are always assumed to be nonsingular. We will also assume that the 
constant field k has characteristic 0. 
As in Section 1, by choosing projective coordinate functions in a convenient 
way we may suppose that C lies on the scroll S,, C Pgp’(k). If m = II, then by 
Proposition 1.2 the group of projective transformations leaving the scroll invariant 
acts transitively on the scroll, and so we may assume that P is the intersection 
point(l:O:.. : 0) of L, and D. If m < n, then this group acts transitively on the 
exceptional curve E and on its complement S,,,\E, and so we may assume that P 
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is the intersection point of L, and E or D according to whether P belongs to E or 
not. 
We call a point P of the trigonal curve C exceptional if m < n and if it lies on 
the curve E of negative self-intersection number m - n on the ambient scroll. 
Since (C. E) = 2m - n + 2 there are at most 2m - n + 2 exceptional points on C. 
The curve C admits an exceptional point if and only if q < m < 9. 
By Theorem 1.1 a canonical nonsingular curve C C S,,,, is given by an equation 
of the form 
fk Y) = i Cj(X)Y' = 0 I 
,=o 
where c,(x) = CAL, cijx’ is a polynomial of formal degree dj = 2n - m + 2 - 
j(n - m) for each j = 0,1,2,3 and where the coefficients c,, satisfy certain condi- 
tions expected to hold generically. More precisely, observing that 




(9c,,c, - cIc2)I(2c; - 6c,c,) = u/u , 
where u = u(x) and u = u(x) are polynomials in x without common factor, the 
conditions on the coefficients ci, mean by the Jacobi criterion the nonvanishing of 
the resultant of the polynomials 
df 
ax -x c 1 u 73 = $ c;(x)u(x)‘u(x)‘-’ , =o 
and 
df 
aY x, ; v=  2 c ) jcj(x)u(x)‘-‘u(x)“-’ I=1 
of formal degree do - 1 + 3d and do + 2d respectively, where d is the smallest 
integer such that deg(v) 5 d and deg(u) (c d + n - m. 
Proposition 3.1. (i) If h is an integer satisfying n - m < h 5 2n - m + 2, then the 
isomorphism classes of the pairs (C, P) of trigonal curves with invariants m and n 
and of unramified nonexceptional points P E C with invariant h form a quasi- 
projective algebraic variety of dimension 2g + 4 - h (resp. 2g + 3 - h) when m < n 
(resp. n = m), whose elements correspond bijectively to the G,-orbits 
{c-r’f(cX, chY) 1 c E k*} of th e polynomials f = c c,~X~Y’ satisfying the conditions 
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ofTheorem1.1andnormaZizedbyc,,,=~~~=c,_,~,=O,c,,=1,c~,,=1,c,,=O 
and, when n = m, c,,* = 
(ii) Ifq<m<q” and if t is an integer satisfying 15 t 5 2m - n + 2, then the 
isomorphism classes of the pairs (C, P) of trigonal curves C with invariants m and 
n and of unramified exceptional points P E C with invariant h : = n - m + t form a 
quasi-projective variety of dimension 2g + 3 - h, whose elements correspond bijec- 
tivefy to the G,-orbits {c*‘f(cX, F’Y) 1 c E k*} of the polynomials f = c c,X’Y’ 
satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1.1 and normalized by co3 = . - * = c,_ , ,3 = 0, 
C ,3 = 1, co1 = . . * = c,,_,,., = 0, cc,? = 1 and c,? = 0. 
Proof. We may assume that C C S,, and P E L,. 
(i) Since P# E or n = m, after doing a projective transformation by Proposi- 
tion 2.2(i) we may assume that (C.D), = h, or equivalently that h is the largest 
integer satisfying cIO = 0 for j = 0, . . . , h - 1. By dividing the equation we may 
assume that ch,, = 1. Since P is unramified we have co, # 0. By applying projective 
transformations (cf. Proposition 1.2) which leave D and L,, invariant we may 
assume that co, =l, c,r=O (since pYn+2) and, when m=n, co2=0 (since 
p # 2); and the only freedom left to us is to transform (X, Y) H (cX, chY) for 
some constant c in the multiplicative group G,(k) = k*. 
Two polynomials with coefficients c,, and C;i are equivalent with respect to the 
GM-action if and only if there is a nonzero constant c such that 
Cii = Ci+ih-hCij 
for each i and j. Attaching to c,~ the weight i + jh - h we note that the 
nonnormalized coefficients have all positive weights. Thus by applying the 
Veronese map of weight (N - l)M, where N = 2g + 5 - h (resp. 2g + 4 - h) is the 
number of nonnormalized coefficients and h4 the least common multiple of its 
weights, one sees that the isomorphism classes of the pairs (C, P) form an open 
subset of a projective algebraic variety of dimension N - 1. 
Such nonsingular curves really exist, as follows by applying Bertini’s Theorem 
(cf. [8, 111.10.9.21) to the linear system {div( f) + 3E + (2n - m + 2)Lx ( f E 
V\O} with the only base point P = (1 : 0 : _ . _ : 0), where V is the vector space 
spanned by Y, Xh, X2n-m+2, Y” and X2m-“+2Y3. 
(ii) Now we suppose that P E E and q < m < 9. Then co2 # 0, since 
ep = 1, and by dividing the equation we may assume that co2 = 1. The intersection 
multiplicity t = (C.E), = h - n + m (cf. Proposition 2.2(ii)) is the largest integer 
such that c,~ = 0 for i = 0, . . . , t - 1. Applying projective transformations which 
leave the scroll invariant (see Proposition 1.2) and using that the characteristic is 
different from 2 and does not divide n + 2, we may normalize cil = 0 for 
i=O,... , n - m, cIz = 0 and cr3 = 1, and the only freedom left to us is to 
transform (X, Y) H (LX, c-‘Y), that is, to pass from the coefficients c,~ to 
C ‘+(2-‘)‘~i, for some nonzero constant c. Now as in part (i), by using the Veronese 
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map and Bertini’s Theorem, it follows that the isomorphism classes of the pairs 
(C, P) form a quasi-projective variety of dimension 2g + 3 - h. 0 
Let m,, . . . , m, be positive integers without common divisor. The weighted 
projective space P~O,,,,,,,(k) is defined to be the set of the G,-orbits 
{(cm%, . . 3 cmrt,) [ c E k*} of the vectors (co, . . . , c,) E k”+‘\(O, . . , 0). Note 
that pi,, ,,,(k) is a n-dimensional projective algebraic variety whose singular 
points are the orbits of the vectors (c,,, . . . , c,) with the property that the m,‘s 
with ci # 0 have a common divisor. If mi = mi + 1 for some pair (i, j), then 
p: ,,‘..., m,, (k) is even rational. Actually we have proved that the moduli spaces of 
Proposition 3.1 are isomorphic to dense open subsets of weighted projective 
spaces of this type and thus they are rational; a curve admits a nontrivial 
isomorphism leaving invariant its distinguished point if and only if the correspond- 
ing point of the moduli variety is singular. 
Proposition 3.2. Let e be an integer equal to 2 or 3. If m = “9 (resp. m < “$, 
resp. q < m < 9 ), then the isomorphism classes of the pairs (C, P) of trigonal 
curves C with invariants m and II and of ramified points (resp. ramified nonexcep- 
tional points, resp. ramified exceptional points) P E C with ramification index e 
form a quasi-projective rational algebraic variety of dimension 2g + 3 - e (resp. 
g + 2m + 6 - e, resp. g + 2m + 5 - e). 
The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 3.1. If P is nonexceptional 
(resp. exceptional), then we may normalize co0 = . . * = c,, Ed 1 = 0, c,), = 1, c,(, = 1, 
c2,, = 0, c~,~_~ = 0 (1~ i 5 n - m), and, when m = n, c;, = 0 (resp. cgX = . . * = 
C 0.4-e = 03 CK-r = 1, c,3 = 1, c*x = . . . = Ci+n_m,* = 0 and cZ3 = 0) and the only 
freedom left to us is to pass from the coefficients c;, to cie~‘+‘cjj (resp. c”-~+~-‘c~,) 
for some nonzero constant c. 
In particular, the moduli space of pairs (C, P) of curves C of genus g and 
Weierstrass points P whose first nongap is three has dimension 2g (see also [ 11, 
14.101). Combining these two propositions with the results of Section 2 we obtain 
in a rather explicit way moduli spaces of pointed trigonal curves with prescribed 
gap sequences. We begin with the case where the invariant h is larger than n + 1. 
Theorem 3.3. Let h be an integer satisfying n + 1 < h 5 2n - m + 2. Then the set 
of isomorphism classes of pointed trigonal curves with invariants m and n and 
order sequence 0, . . . , n, h, . . . , h + m is endowed with the structure of a quasi- 
projective rational algebraic variety of dimension 3-g + 4 - h (resp. 2g + 3 - h) 
when m < p (resp. m = 9). 
Proof. By the Propositions 2.1 and 2.4, a point of a trigonal curve has the order 
sequence 0, . . , n, h, . . , h + m if and only if it is unramified and nonexception- 
al with invariant h, and thus Proposition 3.1(i) applies. q 
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Next we consider the pairs of trigonal curves with invariants m and II and of 
unramified nonexceptional points with invariants h, s and Y. If h > n + 1 then by 
Proposition 2.4 we get s = -1 and r = h + m - n - 1, and Theorem 3.3 applies. 
Thus we may suppose that h 5 n + 1, and by Proposition 2.4, Theorem 2.5 and 
Remark 2.6 we have n-m<hsn-m+l++, OSscm and m<rsn+3+ 
2s (resp. r = m) when s < m (resp. s = m). We will treat separately the cases 
where s < m and s = m. 
Proposition 3.4. (a) Let h, s and r be integers satisfying n - m < h 5 n - m + 1 + s 
and 0 5 s < m < r 5 n + 3 + 2s. The isomorphism classes of the pairs (C, P) of 
trigonal curves with invariants m and n and of unramified nonexceptional points 
P E C with invariant h and order sequence 0, . . . , n + 1 + s, n + 2 + s + r - 
m, . . , n + 1 + r form a quasi-projective rational algebraic variety of dimension 
2g + 5 - h - r + s (resp. 2g + 4 - h - r + s) when m < q (resp. m = q), pro- 
videdthatr~3h+3m-2n-sandh~m+3,orthatr~2h+2m-n-s. 
(b) Let h be an integer satisfying n - m < h 5 n + 1. The isomorphism classes of 
the pairs (C, P) of trigonal curves C with invariants m and n and of unramified 
nonexceptional points P E C with invariant h and order sequence 0, . . , g - 1 
form a quasi-projective rational algebraic variety of dimension 2g + 4 - h (resp. 
2g + 3 - h) when m < 9 (resp. m = q). 
Proof. Since P is an unramified nonexceptional point of C with invariant h we 
may assume by Proposition 3.1(i) that P = (1 : 0 : . : 0) and that C is given by a 
polynomial f = C c,,X’Y’ satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1.1 and normalized 
by coo = . . . = c~-,,,, = 0, c/,,) = 1, co1 = 1, cI1 = 0 and, when m = n, cc,? = 0. The 
isomorphism class of (C, P) determines the coefficients c,, uniquely up to the 
substitutions c,, H c ‘+‘h~“~j, where c E k”. 
(a) The problem is to express the conditions on the order sequence in terms of 
the coefficients c;,. To this end we write y as a power series in the local parameter 
x, say y = C;C=, b/x’, where b, = - 1 and 
b, = -c,,) + C,_~.~ - C/-2/,.2 + c/-3/1,3 + . . . for each [> h . 
Here the dots stand for a sum of nonlinear monomials of weight I- h in the c~,‘s, 
where we attach to each cfj the weight i + jh - h. Now writing 
D,7 := det(b _ ) n m+r+i+, O~l5S,O5]5S 
as a polynomial expression in the c,,‘s and applying Remark 2.8 we conclude that 
the order sequence is equal to 0, . . . , n + 1 + s, n + 2 + s + r - m, . . , n + 1 + I 
if and only if D, # 0 and 
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c/o - C/-h,1 +c I-2h.2 - ‘I-3h,3 
= q1 when I = 2s + 3 + n - m, . . . , s + Y + n - m + 1 , 
#q, when l=s+r+n-m+2, 
where the 4,‘s are certain rational expressions in the c,,‘s with i + jh < I whose 
denominators are equal to D,. Since r I 3h + 3m - 2n - s + 1 and h % m + 3 (or 
Y 5 2h + 2m - n - s + l), in each of the above Y - s - 1 equations at least one of 
the terms c,*, c,-~,~, cr_2h,2 and c,_~~,~ is a nonnormalized coefficient of f, and 
therefore it can be eliminated. Thus we conclude that our moduli space, provided 
that it is nonempty, is a subvariety of codimension r - s - 1 of the moduli variety 
of Proposition 3.1(i) . 
To show the existence of such nonsingular curves with given invariants h, s and 
r, by Theorem 2.5 and Remark 2.8 it is enough to obtain curves satisfying the 
congruence 
-~h+~h+s+‘-~h+2s-t2+.~~ when h<n-m+l+s, 
whenh=n-m+l+s, 
mod x S+r+n-m+2 but not mod XS+r+fl-?7Z+3. To this end we will apply Bertini’s 
Theorem to the linear system {div( f) + 3 E + (2n - m + 2)Lx ( f E V\O} where 
V is the vector space of all polynomials f = c :=. c YL,, c,X’Y’ satisfying 
f@, _Xh + Xh+.y+l _ . . 9) Eo mod XJ+r+n-m+2 
whenh<n-m+l+s, 
f(,y, -x”) = 0 mod Xs+r+n-“‘+2 
whenh=n-m+l+s. 
NotethatthemonomialsX’Y’withO~i~d,,O~j~3andi+jhrs+r+n- 
m + 2 belong to V. Since we even assume that r 5 3h + 3m - 2n - s and h 5 
m + 3 (or r 5 2h + 2m - n - s) there is in V a monomial X’Y’ with i + jh = 
s + r + n - m + 2 and so, for each f E V, by modifying eventually the correspond- 
ing coefficient cij, we can arrange that f(x, -xh + xh+,‘+’ - xh+“+’ + . . .) #O 
(resp. f(x, -x”) = 0) mod x~‘+‘+~-~+~. We also have X2mmn+2Y3 E V. 
If 1 is an integer with hllSs+r+n-m+l and if clo, c/_~,,, cI_2h2 and 
cI_3h,3 are constants satisfying cIO - cl-b,1 + c,_~~,~ - c,_~~.~ = 0 and c,_,,,~ = 0 
when I - jh JZ{O, . . . , d,}, then there is in V a polynomial of the form 
C[()X’ + C,_h,,X’-hY + CI_2h,2X’p2hY2 + C,_3h.3X’-3hY3 + * . . > 
where the dots stand for a linear combination of monomials X’Y’ with i + jh > 1, 
which in the case h = n - m + 1 + s vanishes and in the case h < n - m + 1 + s 
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may be constructed successively by using again that r 5 3h + 3m - 2n - s + 1 and 
h~m+3orthatr~2h+2m-n-s+1. 
Since X2m-n+2Y3, Xh + Y + . . ., X2nmmt2 + X2n-n’i2~hY + . . ., and XhY + 
Y2 + . . . belong to V we conclude that the base points of the linear system are on 
the line L,, and the existence follows from Bertini’s Theorem. 
(b) By Theorem 2.5 the order sequence is equal to 0, . . , g - 1 if and only if 
D, # 0. Thus the moduli variety is an open subset of the moduli variety of 
Proposition 3.1(i), and it is enough to show that it is nonempty. 
To show the existence of such nonsingular curves with invariant h and order 
sequence 0, . . . , g - 1 it is enough to obtain nonsingular curves satisfying the 
congruence y = -xh + ,@+mtl mod xhtm+Z whenh<n+landy--xhmodxhil 
when h = n + 1. Thus the existence follows by applying Bertini’s Theorem to the 
linear system {div(f) + 3E + (2n - m + 2)L, ( f E V\O}, where V is the vector 
space spanned by the polynomials 
Xh + y_ Xm+ly, X2n-m+2 + 
X 
2nm+2-hym XhY + y2 and X2m-n+2y3. q 
If h = n - m + 1 + s (resp. h = n - m + 1) then part of the additional hypoth- 
esis in Proposition 3.4(a) is satisfied, namely r 5 3h + 3m - 2n - s (resp. h 5 
m + 3). If s = 0, then h = n - m + 1 and the additional hypothesis is satisfied. If 
the moduli space is nonempty, then the additional hypothesis can be weakened to 
rs3h+3m-2n-s+1 and him+3 (or r52h+2m-n-s+l). If these 
conditions are not satisfied, then it is more difficult to eliminate coefficients in the 
r - s - 1 equations c;‘=,, (-l)‘c,_,, ; = q, and the moduli space may have more 
than one irreducible component and its dimension may be larger than 2g + 4 - h 
(resp. 2g + 3 - h) when m < 9 (resp. m = q ). 
When m = 9 or m = 9 or h > m + 2 then the exceptional unramified points 
cannot occur, and the word ‘nonexceptional’ can be removed in the announce- 
ment of Proposition 3.4. 
Proposition 3.5. Assume that 9 < m < q. 
(a) Let t, s and r be integers satisfying 1~ t 5 2m - n + 2 and t - 1~ s < m < 
r 5 n + 3 + 2s. The isomorphism classes of the pairs (C, P) of trigonal curves C 
with invariants m and n and of unramified exceptional points P E C with invariant 
h : = n - m + t and order sequence 0, . . . , n + 1 + s, n + 2 + s + r - m, . . . , n + 
1 + r form a quasi-projective rational algebraic variety of dimension 2g + 4 - h - 
r + s provided that r 5 3t + n - s. 
(b) Let h be an integer satisfying n - m < h 5 m + 2. The isomorphism classes 
of the pairs (C, P) of trigonal curves C with invariants m and n and of unramified 
exceptional points P E C with invariant h and order sequence 0, . . . g - 1 form a 
quasi-projective rational algebraic variety of dimension 2g + 3 - h. 0 
The proof of Proposition 3.5 is similar to the proof of Proposition 3.4 and it is 
left to the reader. Note that the additional hypothesis r 5 3t + n - s in part (a) is 
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equivalent to r’s3t+3n-2m-s’, where r’:=r+n-m and s’:=s+n-m. 
The hypothesis t - 15 s is imposed by Proposition 2.4. If t - 1 = s, then the 
additional hypothesis is always satisfied. If the moduli space is nonempty, then the 
additional hypothesis can be weakened to Y 5 3t + n - s + 1. 
Now we will only prescribe the invariants m, n, s and r, but we will not fix h. 
We abbreviate CT : = n + 2 + s and p : = n + 2 + r, and thus we ask for the pointed 
trigonal curves with invariants m and n whose Weierstrass gap sequence is equal 
to 1,. . . ) a,a+p-g+1,..., p, where p < 2~ + 2. By Proposition 2.4 we have 
(T 2 n + 1, and the case where (T = n + 1 is treated in Theorem 3.3. By Proposi- 
tion 2.1 a nonexceptional (resp. an exceptional) point with u < g is already 
unramified except when m = q (resp. m = 9) and e = 2, in which case the 
gaps are equal to 1, . , , g - 1, g + 1. A point with gap sequence 1, . . . , g is 
already unramified unless it is nonexceptional of ramification index two and 
m=qorm=q. 
Theorem 3.6. (a) Let (T and p be integers satisfying n + 1 < IT < g < p. Assume that 
p53n+7-o. If m=q (resp. rn<q, resp . q<rn<q) then the iso- 
morphism classes of the pairs (C, P) of trigonal curves C with invariants m and n 
and of points (resp. unramified nonexceptional points, resp. unramified exceptional 
points) P E C with Weierstrass gap sequence 1, . . , CT, CT + p - g + 1, . . , p form 
a rational quasi-projective variety of dimension 2g + 3 - p + u (resp. g + 2m + 6 - 
p + w, resp. g + 2m + 5 -p + 0). 
(b) If m = q (resp. m < 9, resp. 9 < m < q ), then the isomorphism 
classes of the pairs (C, P) of trigonal curves C with invariants m and n and of 
unramified points (resp. unramified nonexceptional points, resp. exceptional 
points) P E C with gap sequence 1, . . . , g form a rational quasi-projective alge- 
braic variety of dimension 2g + 2 (resp. g + 2m + 5, resp. g + 2m + 4). 0 
If (T = n + 2, then the assumption p 5 3n + 7 - D is imposed by the property 
that the nongaps form an additive semigroup, and thus it cannot be improved. 
The proof that the moduli spaces of Theorem 3.6 are quasi-projective algebraic 
varieties is similar to the corresponding part in the proof of Proposition 3.4. When 
the points P E C are exceptional with s < m, then instead of normalizing c,,(, = 1 
we normalize D, = 1, and then the only freedom left to us is to substitute 
c,, I-+ a “‘(‘-‘)b’-‘c,,, where a is a nonzero constant and b is a root of unity of 
exponent s + 1. (Moreover, by Remark 2.8 we can normalize 
(a,, . j a,+., )((al+,)O”“,.O”,-J)l(aS+I, . , a2,+,lfr = (1 + a,+,+,) 3 
where ai = b;+,_,,+, for each i, and then we are only allowed to substitute 
c,, - c 
r+(j-I)(r+s+n-m+2) 
c,,, where c is a root of unity of exponent (s + l)(r + n - 
m + 2)). 
Finally, we only fix integers g, (T and p, and we consider the moduli space of the 
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pointed trigonal curves with invariants g, CT and p, which we look as a subspace of 
the moduli space of the pointed (not necessarily trigonal) curves of genus g and 
gap sequence l,..., a,a+p-g+l,..., p, as constructed by Pinkham [ll]. 
Theorem 3.7. Let g, CT and p be integers satisfying g 2 5 and u < g < p < 2a + 2. If 
ps3[5q+4- (T, then the moduli space of pointed trigonal curves of genus g and 
Weierstrass gap sequence 1, . . . , U, (T + p - g + 1, . . , p has dimension 2g + 3 - 
p+a. 0 
Indeed, by Propositions 2.1 and 3.2, and Theorems 3.3 and 3.6 we get a 
stratification of the moduli space with known dimensions for the strata, and 
checking out the maximal dimension we see that this space has dimension 
2g+3-p+a. 
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